In this paper we propose a No-Reference Image Quality Assessment (NR-IQA) method on High Dynamic Range (HDR) images by combining deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) with saliency maps. The proposed method utilises the power of deep CNN architectures to extract quality features which can be applied cross HDR and Standard Dynamic Range (SDR) domains. To introduce human visual system to CNNs, a saliency map algorithm is used to select a subset of salient image patches to evaluate on. Our CNN-based method delivers a state-of-the-art performance in HDR NR-IQA experiment, competitive with full reference IQA methods.
INTRODUCTION
No Reference (NR) image (and video) quality metrics have until recently been associated with poor performance in estimating the perceived quality of an image or video [1] . Recently deep learning based NR metrics have been proposed to estimate the quality of images without any reference to the original [2, 3, 4] . These have produced some promising results, closing the gap to the performance delivered by full reference methods. As with Standard Dynamic Range (SDR) images, Image Quality Assessment (IQA) for HDR images is more challenging and even more so when reference image is unavailable. This paper describes a deep learning method to NR-IQA for HDR images that offers performance very close to that achieved with Full Reference (FR) HDR quality metrics. Our method combines a deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture with the saliency map proposed in [5] . The tone-mapped images using [6] are used to compare against the result achieved on HDR images.
Many of the existing CNN-based methods for NR-IQA employ CNNs to extract image quality features. For those CNN-based methods, an input image is split into multiple patches and a quality estimation is performed based on the features presented within each patch. An early attempt at introducing CNNs for NR-IQA was proposed by Kang et al. [2] . A CNN architecture with one convolutional layer achieved competitive results with FR-IQA on the LIVE [7] dataset. Later they further extended this CNN architecture for NR-IQA and distortion type classification in [3] . It has been shown that a CNN with more layers can extract a more discrminative feature for object recognition [8, 9, 10] . Compared to [2, 3] , our proposed method employs a CNN with significantly more convolutional layers (ten as opposed to one layer) for feature extraction. Recently Bosse et al. [4] proposed a CNN-based NR-IQA method also employing multiple layers on SDR images. But they tried to solve the issue of equal weight patch by learning a weight parameter from the activation of the rectified linear unit. The weight parameter is learned by CNN model itself such that the importance of a patch may not consistent with human vision systems. Our method attempts to solve the problem of equal weight patch by using the saliency map [5] in order that a CNN model is only applied on a subset of salient image patches for evaluation.
Unnoticeable qulity distortion in SDR domain may become more obvious in HDR domain [6] . Thus a tone-map is required to convert HDR image to SDR range for IQA. But cross-dataset IQA on HDR images is still challenging because each HDR dataset may have its own luminance distribution. Korshunov built a public HDR image dataset [11] on which Hanhart benchmarked most objective quality metrics [12] . The best FR-IQA on the XT dataset was HDR-VDP proposed by Narwaria [13] and the algorithm was specifically designed for HDR content. After tone-mapping HDR images to SDR using [6] , the algorithm of [14] achieved the best result in the domain of Perceptually Uniform (PU) [6] . For NR-IQA on the XT dataset, the method of [15] achieved the highest result in the both domains of HDR and PU. We compare our method with state-of-the-art FR and NR IQA on the same dataset. Another HDR dataset, JPEG [16] , is also used to investigate the generalisability of our method.
Firstly we train a CNN model on the LIVE dataset [7] to learn SDR quality feature. We show that the trained model can extend SDR quality information on tone-mapped HDR images for NR-IQA. Secondly, when training and testing on the same HDR dataset, our method achieves competitive performance with FR-IQA on the XT dataset [11] . Thirdly, we Fig. 1. (a) shows a tone-mapped HDR image using [6] . (b) shows the saliency map computed on the HDR image using [5] .
train our method on one HDR dataset and evaluate the peroformance on the HDR dataset. The experiment shows that our method achieves good performances when directly applying on HDR images and a further improvement can be obtained by using the tone-mapping function of PU.
DATASETS

SDR Datasets
Two SDR datasets are used in our experiment, the LIVE [7] and the CSIQ datasets [17] . The LIVE dataset contains 799 images with five types of distortion noise. The ground truth label for the LIVE dataset is Differential Mean Opinion Scores (DMOS) in the range of [0,99]. We train an SDR CNN model on the LIVE dataset and apply it on HDR datasets for cross-domain experiment. The CSIQ dataset contains 866 images with six types of distortions and the ground truth of CSIQ is also DMOS in the range of [0, 1] . Only the four shared distortion types, "JP2K", "JPEG", "WN", "GBLUR",are used to validate the proposed method between SDR datasets before applying the model on HDR images.
HDR Datasets
The HDR datasets used in this paper are XT [11] and JPEG [16] . The XT dataset contains 240 distorted HDR images. While the JPEG dataset contains 150 distorted HDR images. Even though there are fewer image samples comparing with SDR datasets, but the size of HDR images are normally much larger than SDR ones. That is more image patches can be obtained for CNNs to train. The average size of LIVE is (height:548, width:665) resulting in 340 (32 × 32) patches. While the average size of XT is (height:1080, width:944) such that each image can deliver 957 patches for training. The ground truth of the two HDR datasets are both MOS in the range of [0, 5] . We also convert the HDR datasets to SDR domain by using the tone-mapping algorithm proposed in [6] . The two tone-mapped datasets are referred as XTPU and JPEGPU respectively, see Section3.1.
METHODOLOGIES
For each dataset, we locally normalise every image using the algorithm in [2, 18] . Each image is split into a set of small patches in the size of 32 × 32 assigned with the same quality label. Like the work of [4] , we train a CNN architecture on those image patch. But the difference in our method is that we use saliency map computed on each image to assign weight for each patch instead of learning the weight from network activation. Two measurements are applied, Linear Correlation Coefficient (LCC) and Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficient (SROCC).
Tone-Mapping
Comparing with SDR, HDR was designed to store a wider range of luminance values therefore an invisible distortion in SDR may become noticeable in HDR. To extend SDR quality metrics to HDR, Aydin [6] proposed a tone-mapping function that can apply SDR IQA methods on HDR, so called perceptually uniform encoding, as shown in Figure 1(a) . Note that the mapping function between HDR and SDR is referred as tone-mapping in this paper to differentiate the logistic mapping applied for DMOS to MOS.
Local Normalization
Following the same preprocessing protocol in [18, 2, 3] , a contrast normalization has been applied on each image before spliting into patches. This process might be important for cross-dataset evaluation between SDR and HDR. The pixel value range of a normalised image from either SDR or HDR is squashed into a small range centered at zero.
CNN Architecture
Kang [2] used only one convolutional layer followed by maxpool and minpool layers. Our proposed CNN architecture is similar to [8, 4] that ten convolutional layers with small receptive fields are stacked: conv3-32, conv3-32, maxpool2, conv3-64, conv3-64, maxpool2, conv3-128, conv3-128, maxpool2, conv3-256, conv3-256, maxpool2, conv3-512, conv3-512, fc2048, fc2048, softamx 1 . The input image patch is 32 × 32 and the convolutional kernel is 3×3. A 2×2 maxpool layer is added and the number of kernels is doubled every two convolutional layers. Two fully connected layers are added at the end of the model, each of which has 2048 units. Dropout is added in the two fully connected layers with ratio of 0.5. We apply exponential linear units [19] after each convolutional and fully-connected layer.
Saliency Map
To better mimic human vision systems, saliency map is utilised to select a subset of salient image patches to evaluabte on. We apply the algorithm of [20] to compute saliency map on SDR images and the algorithm of [5] on HDR, as shown in Figure 1(b) .
Every pixel value of an saliency map is rescaled to the range of [0,1]. We define the summation of pixel value within a saliency patch represents the importance of the image patch.
where M , N is the size of the patch, s(m, n) is pixel value of the saliency patch and P I i is the importance for ith image patch in the range of [0,M × N ] (M = N = 32). We set a threshold θ to select a subset of salient image patches to evaluate on. The ith image patch is considered to be salient if its importance P I i > θ × M × N . In our experiment the threshold is chosen from {0,0.01,0.1,0.5}. Note that when θ = 0, no saliency map is applied because all the image patch is considered to be salient.
EXPERIMENTS
SDR cross-dataset
Our first experiment is to test if the quality feature learned from SDR distribution can generalise well on HDR images. An SDR CNN NR-IQA model is trained on all images from the LIVE dataset. The total number of training epochs is 15. The start learning rate is 0.001 and the momentum is 0.9 and they both reduce every five epoch by multiplying 0.1 and subtracting 0.1 respectively. We apply the model on the CSIQ dataset [17] to evaluate its SDR cross-dataset performance. No logistic mapping is applied because they both use DMOS for annotation. Our method achieves competitive results with other state-of-the-art SDR works [3] , 0.9323 LCC and 0.9331 SROCC when θ = 0.5, Table 1 .
We then apply the model on the two HDR datasets to investigate the generalisability of the learned feature from SDR. A logistic mapping with five parameters [2] is applied to convert the output of the model from DMOS to MOS. Each of the two HDR datasets is split into two subsets, 80% of the total for training the mapping function and 20% is for evaluation. We shuffle and repeat this process ten times to report average accuracy. As shown in Table 1 , the SDR model performs poorly on HDR images. Especially on the JPEG dataset, the highest average LCC is 0.2768 and 0.3039 on SROCC. On the tone-mapped image, 0.7953 LCC and 0.7981 SROCC were obtained on the JPEGPU dataset and the performance on the XT dataset is also increased. The model performs better on the tone-mapped image because the quality information is learned from SDR dataset.
HDR within-dataset
The second experiment is to investigate if HDR image can offer more quality information to train a model for HDR IQA. We do not use a logistic mapping in this experiment and afterwards since the two HDR datasets share the same MOS label range. We firstly evaluate our method using within-dataset experiment setting that the training and test sets are from the same HDR dataset. For each of the two HDR datasets, we split it into 60% for training, 20% for validating and 20% for testing. The training protocol is the same as used on the LIVE dataset. In Figure 2 , we show the average learning curve of ten splits on the validation set. Saliency maps delivered slightly higher LCC and SROCC performances. the saliency map (θ = 0.5) delivered a further improvement. During each split, we record the highest test accuracy Table 2 . The average accuracy on the HDR test set.
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.8799 Proposed-JPEG-SROCC (θ = 0.5) .8887 based on LCC achieved on the validtion set. The average accuracy on the test set of ten random splits is reported in Table 2 to compare with other methods. Note that the HDR-VDP [13] was only applied on HDR content because the algorithm was designed for absolute luminance values. The FR-IQA MSSSIM [14] and NR-IQA Marziliano [15] achieved better performance on the tone-mapped dataset. The proposed method achieves competitive result with state-of-the-art FR-IQA methods on the XT dataset, 0.9291 LCC and 0.9301 SROCC.
HDR cross-dataset
In the second experiment we show that our method can be directly applied on HDR images. But the generalisability plays a very important role for CNN-based IQA methods. Let's recall that there is no standard format of HDR luminance range. The learned quality feature by a CNN model may contain little in common with unseen HDR image. Therefore our third experiment is to train a CNN model on all images from one HDR dataset and test on the other, so called HDR crossdataset evaluation. Two models are trained seperately on the two HDR datasets following the same protocol used in the first experiment. We show the cross-dataset result on the two HDR datasets in Table 3 . Using saliency map delivers a slightly better result but the highest accuracy (θ = 0.5) in Table 3 is worse than the within-dataset result in Table 2 . It is interesting to see that the cross-dataset LCC and SROCC on the JPEG dataset are much higher than the SDR model obtained in Table 1 . The HDR datasets share more common quality feature than it between SDR and HDR. But the CNN learned quality feature may still be dataset-specific when comparing with within-dataset experiment. To further bridge the gap of image format between the HDR datasets, we repeat the HDR cross-dataset experiment on the PU datasets. In Table 3 , we can see that the performance has been increased significantly.
CONCLUSION
In this papaer we proposed a NR-IQA method on HDR images using CNNs and saliency maps. We have shown that saliency maps can further increase the performance of CNNs for HDR NR-IQA. For different HDR datasets, it is more difficult to directly apply IQA methods due to the luminance gap. A tone-mapping function is currently required to standardise the domain among different HDR datasets or between SDR and HDR. It is still an open question that how to directly learn quality features which can be applied across different luminance ranges. One of our future work could be comparing SDR saliency maps computed on tone-mapped images with HDR saliency maps for NR-IQA.
